
#

52

Captain

Yes

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6024 242 4.7 1.65 33 1/2 10 33.5 7.16 4.39 122 20

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Play Speed, Overall AA, Physical Toughness, Range, Size/Length

WORST

MLB/WLB

Can play any LB position at a high-level, 4-3 or 3-4, except for 3-4 OLB. Ideal fit is as a WLB or 

MLB in a Tampa-2 type scheme that emphasizes speed and explosiveness flowing to the ball 

and athleticism to drop in deep zone coverage.

2016: None Reported; 2015: Fractured Right Fibula (Missed Weeks 5-17/I.R.); 2014: No 

Injuries; 2013: None Reported

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

4th-year LB who has started 52 of 52 games, including all 16 in 2016. Played every snap in 2016 in his third year

in DC Gregg Williams’ 4-3 defense. 3-down LB who lines up primarily at MLB in base alignments and stays on the

field in all situations, used often as a blitzer and is asked to cover in short and deep Zones, as well as vs. RB’s and

TE’s in Man. Lean, athletic frame with elite length, very good height, weight, and hand size, and elite overall AA

with elite short area quickness, explosiveness, agility, and very good COD and balance. Very good mental

processing vs inside Zone and Gap concepts, quickly diagnoses play direction, maintains vision through traffic,

plays with very good gap leverage and patience without running himself out of the play, then meets the RB once

they have committed to a hole. Elite lateral agility, explosiveness, and short area quickness to avoid blocks when

attacking downhill, able to dip his shoulder and easily bends around OL to knife towards the ball-carrier, even

flashing a swim move at the POA. Able to laterally cut across two gaps in an instant to make a play on the ball.

Sure tackler with very good play strength when meeting RB’s in the hole, attacks with proper form and shows

elite physical toughness and aggressiveness at the POA, seems to relish contact and looks to intimidate ball-

carriers with physicality. Elite range and play speed from the hash to the sideline on outside Zone runs and

perimeter Gap concepts, quickly diagnoses and begins to flow towards the play instantly, taking very good angles

to the ball. Shows elite lateral agility and very good balance to weave through traffic and get to the ball-carrier

unimpeded, with solid ability to finish tackles once he arrives. Quickly keys and diagnoses pass based on the OL’s

set, effortlessly covers ground and gets depth on his Zone drop with a smooth backpedal and elite COD/short area

quickness. Shows good mental processing to identify route combinations and adjust his positioning within his

zone, identifies screens and immediately flows to the ball, getting to the ball-carrier quickly with very good play

speed. Reads play-action and quickly get out to the flat to take away the short option on bootlegs and designed

dump-offs. Breaks on the ball very quickly once he sees it out, plants and closes with elite short area quickness

and explosiveness, looks to separate the ball from the receiver with elite physical toughness and aggressiveness

once he arrives. Very good Man coverage ability, easily shadows RB’s in the flat with elite range from the hash to

the sideline, and in the middle of the field, and is able to cover TE’s up the seam, and on a variety of routes

including Outs, Comebacks, and shallow Drags. Shows good COD to flip his hips and carry TE’s up the seam, has

the ability to subtly make contact at the top of routes to slow momentum without drawing a flag. Very good timing

to disrupt/dislodge the ball from the receiver, aggressively attempts to strip the ball and plays through the

receiver with elite physical toughness, with solid ability to make plays on the ball for the pick. Very good timing to

disrupt passing lanes by getting his hands up for the deflection on blitzes. Very good overall competitive and

mental toughness, consistently hustles, competes at a high level, and rises to the occasion during critical moments.

Adequate overall ability to disengage once an OL gets their hands on him and he can’t use his athleticism to avoid,

simply runs into or attempts to run around blocks. Rarely uses proper technique to engage and shed with UOH

and arm extension. Adequate tackling form in space when attacking downhill at full speed, often times only

throwing a shoulder without wrapping up. This keeps him from finishing plays that he should be able to make

individually, even though he usually is able to slow their momentum and allow his teammates to finish the play.

Adequate timing and ability to avoid/shed blocks on blitzes, momentum stops instantly on contact and lacks the

ability to drive through contact to the QB when engaged vs. OL and TE’s. Starting LB you can win because of due to

his ability to function at a high level as a 3-down player with elite play speed and range on outside runs, very good

gap leverage and mental processing on inside runs, very good overall ability in Zone and Man coverage, and elite

overall AA. Can impact the game in all areas and be a foundational defensive piece due to his ability in coverage

and against the run. Adequate ability to shed blocks and adequate tackling form when attacking downhill at full

speed are the primary holes in an otherwise impressive overall game.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

52

Games Started

52

Games Won

Shedding Blocks, Blitzing, Tackling Form at Full Speed

PROJECTION Starting LB you can win because of due to his ability to function at a high level as a 3-down 

player with elite play speed and range on outside runs, very good gap leverage and mental 

processing on inside runs, very good overall ability in Zone and Man coverage, and elite 

overall AA. Can impact the game in all areas and be a foundational defensive piece due to his 

ability in coverage and against the run. Adequate ability to shed blocks and adequate tackling 

form when attacking downhill at full speed are the primary holes in an otherwise impressive 

overall game.

2016: at TB 9/25, at DET 10/16, vs. NYG 10/23, at NE 12/4, vs. ATL 12/11

19

Winning %

37%

Positions Started

INJURIES

2nd Team All-Pro (2016). 2016: Led team in total tackles (136), tied for 4th in the league in 

solo tackles (98), tied for the league lead in PD's among LB’s (11), tied for team lead in INT's 

(2); 2015: 42 total tackles and 2 sacks in just 4 games; 2014: Led team in total tackles (111), 

tied for 5th in the league in FF's (4), 2nd in the league in PD's among LB's (12), tied for 2nd 

on team in INT's (2); 2013: Led team in total tackles (118), tied for 10th in the league in solo 

tackles (95), tied for 3rd in league in FF's (6), 3rd on team in PD's (9), 1 INT return for TD, 1.5 

sacks 

Los Angeles Rams13 - 1st - STL

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

Georgia (GAUN)

Prospect (Last, First)

Ogletree, Alec

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

LB

DOB (Age)

9-25-91 (26)

Scout Name (Last, First) 

Hatzipanagiotis, Joey

TEAM


